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I. EXISTENCES FOR PSEUDO-GRADIENT VECTOR 
FIELD AND MINIMIZATION 
This section contains a theorem of existence of pseudo-gradient vector 
field for a C2-real valued function on a closed subset of a C2-Banach 
manifold and a theorem of a generalization for an abstract minimization 
problem. 
Through the section we assume that M is a C2-paracompact manifold 
modeled on a Banach space E with norm 11 1 and S is a nonempty subset 
of M. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A vector u E T,M is called tangent to the subset S of 
M at x E S if there is a chart cp: U -+ E of M at x such that 
FrnO i d(q(.lc) + hDq,(u); cp( Un S)) = 0, with hi R, (1.1) 
where d(.,.) is the distance induced by the norm on E, i.e., 
d(u, “,=jff llu-all. 
It is easy to check that Definition 1.1 is independent of the chart (U, cp); 
that is, if the vector v E T,M is tangent to the set S at x E S and (V, $) is 
any chart of A4 about x, then 
jimO i d($(x) + hDll/,(u)): $( Vn S)) = 0. 
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The set of tangent vectors to a subset S at x E S is always nonempty since 
it contains at least 0 E T, M. In [6] the tangent vectors described in Defini- 
tion 1.1 are called quasi-tangent vectors. Obviously we can see that in the 
case of submanifolds the tangency introduced in Definition 1.1 reduces to 
ordinary tangency. 
PROPOSITION 1 .l [6]. Let S he a C L-suhnzanijbld oj’ M. A vector 
L‘ E T,M is tangent to S at x, S in the sense of Definition 1.1, tf and on/?! if 
I’ is tangent vector to S at x, i.e.. v E T,S. 
The following result is a characterization of quasi-tangent vectors. 
LEMMA 1.1 [6]. A vector VE T,M is tangent to the subset S of the 
Banach manifold M at x E S if and only? rj‘ there exists a jitnction 
h H u,, E T, M ,for h E ( - SI, c() c I&! such that the fbllowing two conditions 
hold: 
(i) u~+O in T,M as h-0, 
(ii) q: U+ E is any chart of M about .Y and one has cp~ ‘(q(x) + 
hDq, (v + u,,)) E S for all small enough h. 
Applying Lemma 1.1 we can prove the following facts. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be a Cl-Banach manlyold modeled on a Banach 
space E, and let S be a subset of M. 
(i 1 The set of tangent vectors to S at point .Y E S is a cone, 
(ii) if the set S is locally convex (in the sense that at every point ,Y E S 
there is u chart cp: U + E of M such that cp( U n S) is a convex subset of E) 
then the set of tangent vectors to S at .Y E S is u vector subspace qf‘ T, M, 
(iii) !f cp: U+ E is a chart of M such that cp( U n S) is a conve.x subset 
ofE, and if x=cp-l(t), y=cp-‘(s)~ UnS, then 
(a) the sets of tangent vectors to S at cp ‘(3~ + ( 1 - 2)s) with 
i. E (0. 1 ) are isomorphic with each other, 
(b) ifo is tangent to S at x then (Dqylml,,.l+,, ;,,,)-~I Drp,r 1s 
tangenttoSatcp~‘(lt+(1-~E,)s)foraZ113~(0,1]. 
Proof: (i) Follows immediately from Lemma 1.1. 
(ii) Let z1 E T,M be tangent to S at .Y E S. and let ,4 be any real 
number. 
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as h+O if AZO. 
i 444x) + hDv,(Av); dun S)) 
=~d(cp(x);cp(UnS))=O if A=0 
by Definition 1.1. So ilv is tangent to S at x. 
Let w E T,M be also tangent to S at x E S. By applying Lemma 1.1 there 
are oh E T,M, wh E T,M with v,, + 0, w,, + 0 as h + 0 and 
Without loss of generality we can assume that cp(U n S) is a convex 
subset of E. Then 
ik’(x) + hDv,(v + v/J) + &(4x) + hDq,(w + w,J) 
=cp(x)+h~cp,(~(u+~l)+~(u,+w,))~cp(~nS). 
It follows that +(v + M’) is tangent to S at x. So is u + w. This is required. 
(iii) Let cp: U + E be a chart of M with a convex image cp( U n S). 
Suppose that x=cp-‘(t), y=cp-‘(s)~Uns is given. By the convexity, 
;It + (1 - A)s E cp( Un S). If A,, A2 E (0, l), Ai > &, and if v is tangent to S at 
x,=cp~‘(~,t+(1-I,)s),thenwehavev,~T,,Mwithv~~Oash~Oand 
Denote t,=A,t+(l-A,)s, i=l,2. We can rewrite t,=crt+(l--)t,, 
tz = St1 + (1 - p)s, where LY = (A, - A,)/( 1 - A,), /I = (&/A,) E (0, 1). By the 
convexity of cp( U n S) again we have 
P(CP(XI) + hDcp,,(v + v/J) + (I- B)cP(Y) 
=B-cp(xl)+ (1 -B)cp(y)+hDcp,,(gv+pv,) 
=B~I + (1 -B)s+~D~,,((D~,,)-’ .Wq(Pv+Bvd) 
= (~(4 + hDcp,,((Dcp,,)-’ .D~,,(bv + Pvd) E dun S), 
where x2 = cp-‘(;l,t + (1 - 1,)s). Thus /?(Dq,,)-’ .Dq,,v is tangent to S at 
x2. So (Dq,,))’ . Dcp,.,u is also tangent to S at x2. 
Similarly, if w is tangent to S at x2 then (Dqx,)- ’ . Dq,,w is also tangent 
to S at xi. (iii(a)) holds. 
For (iii(b)) if o is tangent to S at x then we have uh E T,M with uh + 0 
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as h -+O and cp(.u)+hD~.(u+v,)~cp(UnS). By the convexity of cp(~n S) 
we have 
where :=‘p ‘(icp(x)+(l-%)cp(y)). Then j.Dq, ‘.Dqy(~l) is tangent to S 
at z. It is equivalent to the fact that Dq;’ Dq, (11) is tangent to S at I 
when jb # 0. (iii(b)) is proved. 
In the following paragraph we will deal with a pseudo-gradient vector 
field for a Cl-real valued function. First of all we introduce a definition as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let S be a nonempty subset of the Banach manifold 
M, and let J‘ be a Cl-real valued function defined on an open 
neighbourhood U of S in M. A pseudo-gradient vector for ,f relative to 
S at XE S is a vector 11 tangent to S at s and satisfies the following 
conditions: /Iz:ll d 2/IDf,ll,, v(f) E Dfr(r;) 3 I~QfwJ ‘,. where /I D/J s;f 
max(Df,(r): Iloll = 1, 11 is tangent to Sat .Y;. 
If such a pseudo-gradient vector for f relative to S exists at every .X E S. 
then we can define a pseudo-gradient vector field for ,f relative to S. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a C’-Banach manifold modeled on a Banach 
space E. und let S be a nonempty locally c0nve.x subset qf‘ M. If j is a C ‘-reul 
~~alued ,function defined on an neighbourhood U of S in M, then there e.uist.s 
u locall~~ Lipschit,- pseudo-gradient uector field.for f relative to S* = 1 .Y E S: 
114f,lIsz0~. 
ProqJ: For SE S with jlDfylls #O we choose a unit vector 21 E T, M, I’ 
is tangent to S at .Y such that Ofi- > (1 --E) ~~Qf;Il,s. where EE (0, 1). 
This is possible by definition of llDf,il s. Let 6 > 0 and 
X(.~)=((1+6)/(1-~))IIDf,ll~0. Then Ilx(?c)li=((l+s)/(l-~,)IlDf‘,ll,< 
2 I/ Df, I/ ,s by choosing suitable E and 6. 
3(1 +6) IlWill; > lIDf,ll$ 
According to Proposition 1.1 it is possible to extend X(x) to be a locally 
constant vector field in a neighbourhood U n S of .Y (with a convex image 
cp( Un S)). Since Xf, IIDflls, and IlXll are continuous in U n S, 
O,= IqEUnS; X(f)(q)> IlDf,II~ and ll~(q)ll ~W?fqlls~ is open in S. 
Denote X” the extended pseudo-gradient vector field on O,.. 
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By Theorem 3.3 of [8], A4 is metrizable, hence paracompact, so the 
closed subset S of M is also paracompact. Thus there is a Cl-partition of 
unity {~B~~,B for S* such that for each BE B there is a x(p) ES with 
support tIa c O,,,,. Then X= xbE B OBX-“B’ is a locally Lipschitz vector 
field which is also a pseudo-gradient vector field forfrelative to S*. 
The following definition and result are due to D. Motreanu [6]. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A nonempty subset S of a C*-Banach manifold is 
called flow-invariant with respect o a locally Lipschitz vector field X on A4 
if every integral curve of X starting from S remains in S as long as it exists. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [6]. Let S be a nonempty closed subset of a C*- 
Banach mantfold M, and let X be a locally Lipschitz vector field on M. Then 
S is flow-invariant with respect to X if and only if the vector field X is 
tangent to the set S. 
Combining Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3 we obtain the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let S be a nonempty locally convex closed subset of a 
C*-Banach mantfold A4, and let f be a Cl-real valued function defined on an 
open neighbourhood U of S in M. Then the pseudo-gradient vectorfield Xfor 
f relative to S* generates a one-parameter local group of transformations 
on S. 
We state now a version for Condition (C) of Palais and Smale in terms 
of the generalized tangency. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A differentiable function f: U -+ R defined on an open 
set U of a Cl-Banach manifold M is said to satisfy Condition (C) of Palais 
and Smale relative to a subset S of U if whenever B is a subset of S such 
that f is bounded on B and inf{ liDf,ll s; x E B} = 0 then there is a critical 
point off relative to S in the closure of B; i.e., there is a point x0 in the 
closure of B with IIDfrolls= 0. 
The following lemma is a slight generalization of Palais’ Theorem 5.4 
PI. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let S be a nonempty locally convex closed subset of a 
complete C*-Banach mantfold, and let f: U + R be a Cl-function satisfying 
Condition (C) of Palais and Smale relative to S, where U is an open 
neighbourhood of S in M. Suppose that X is a locally Lipschitz pseudo- 
gradient vector field for the real valued function f relative to S*. If 
o: (c(, p) + S* is a maximal integral curve for S* then either 
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lim ,-p f(a(t)) = WI, or else o(t) has a critical point qf f‘ relative to S as II 
limit point as t + /?. Similarly either lim,, x f(cr( t)) = - ‘x8, or else a(t) has 
a critical point qff relative to S as a limit point as t -+ c(. 
Proof Let g(t)=f(o(t)). Then g’(t)=Df,,l,(o’(t))=Dfc,f,(Xo(t))= 
(Xf)(g(t)) >, IIDf,,,,Ji>O. So g is strictly monotone increasing and hence 
has a limit B as t -+ j3. 
Suppose B<m. Then g(t)=g(O)+jbg’(s)ds>,g(O)+{b ~~l3f,,,,~~~ds. 
I:, ll~f~,Jf ds< x. 
Suppose first that fl= xi. Then inf,, [0, 1, [ ~iDf,,,,li ) = 0 and 
/(a(O)) <f(o(s)) < B. Hence by Condition (C), a(t) has a critical point of 
f relative to S as a limit point as t -3 ‘33. 
Next suppose that p < =cN. By Schwartz inequality we have 
i” l14fcwll,d~dP”2 (1” llWm,,,llf ds) 
I 2 
< ‘X. 
_ 0 0 
Then 
11 Ila’(s)ll ds=[: Il~(a(s))ll dsd i” IWf,,,,ll.+k %#. 
” 0 
By the completeness of M we conclude that a(t) has a limit point in 
A4 - S* as t + j3. Since S is closed the limit of c(t) must belong to S - S*. 
which is a critical point off relative to S. 
The constrained form of Condition (C) of Definition 1.4 implies the 
following extension of Palais’ existence theorem for the minimization 
problem, which can also be proved by using Ekeland’s variational principle 
with Hilbert manifolds. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let S be a locally convex closed subset of a C’-complete 
Banach manifold M, and let f: M+ R be a CL-function. Assume that the 
function ,f is bounded from below on S and satisfies Condition (C) of Palais 
and Smale relative to S. Then f I s attains its greatest lower bound. 
ProoJ We first assume that S is connected. Let X be a pseudo-gradient 
vector field for f relative to S on S*. Denote b = inf,, s { f (x)}. Then there 
is a sequence {x,} c S such that f (x,) < b + l/n. If there is a subsequence 
[.Y,,} of the sequence with all critical points x,, off relative to S then by 
Condition (C) we can find a point z0 E S, the closure of S, which is equal 
to S. And z. attains to b. Thus we can assume (x,,: c S*. Denote 
gr,: (c(,, 8,) -+ S* is the maximal integral curve of X with initial point x,,. 
Since f is bounded below on S a,(t) has critical point as limit point as 
t + J,, by Lemma 1.2. Denote a limit by ~3,~. Consider the set (?I,, ). We have 
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bbf(y,)<f(x,) < b+ l/n, IIDfV,lls=O for all IZ. Using Condition (C) 
again we can find a point z0 E $ which attains to b. 
In the general case S has more than one component. If there is a compo- 
nent S, with infxE., {f(x)} = b, then by the above argument we obtain the 
conclusion. Otherwise we can find a sequence of components of S, say 
{S,}, such that b < 6, <b + l/n, where b, = infres,(f(X)}. By the above 
argument we know that there are zn E 3 such that IlDf,,II s = 0, zn attain to 
b, for all n. Using Condition (C) for set {z,,} we get the conclusion. 
II. LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMAN CATEGORY THEORY ON 
CLOSED SUBSETS OF BANACH MANIFOLDS 
The aim of this section is to extend Lusternik-Schnirelman category 
theory on Banach manifolds [S] to closed subsets of Banach manifolds. 
Following the same lines as in Palais’ paper [8] and using Theorem 1.1 
and Lemma 1.2 we have a series of results concerning Lusternik- 
Schnirelman category theory on closed subsets of Banach manifolds. Here 
all the details of proofs are omitted. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a complete C2-Banach mamfold, and let S be a 
closed locally convex subset of M. Suppose that f: U + R is a C2-function 
satisfying Condition (C) of Palais and Smale relative to S, where U is an 
open neighbourhood of S in M, and the interval [a, b] contains no critical 
values of f relative to S, -co<a<bdoo. If cE(a,b) and denote 
W= f ~ ‘(c) n S then there exists a homeomorphism @ of W x (a, b) onto 
0= f -‘(a, 6) n S such that for each de (a, b) the map w -+ @(w, d) is a 
homeomorphism of W onto f -l(d) n S which for d = c is the identity. 
Proof: Same as the proof of Theorem 5.9 in [S]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a complete C2-Banach mantfold, and let S be a 
closed locally convex subset of M. Let f be a C2-real valued function defined 
on an open neighbourhood U of S in M, which satisfies Condition (C) of 
Palais and Smale relative to S. Let - oc, <a < b < co and assume that there 
are no critical values off in [a, 6) (in [a, co) if b = 00) and that neither a 
nor b is a limit point of Q = ( c E R: f has the constant value c on a component 
of M n S>. Then there is a continuous map H: S x I + S such that if we put 
H,(p) = H( p, s) then for E > 0, 
(i) H, is a homeomorphism of S into itself for all s E [0, 1) (all 
SE [0, l] ifb< co), 
(ii) H,(p)=p ifpEf-‘(a-26, b+2E)nS, 
(iii) H, = Id. map of S, 
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(iv) H,(.f -‘(-‘x), b+&])=f-‘(--,a-&] if’h< 2, and H,(S)- 
f~-‘(-,X. u-2&] ifb= Xl. 
Prooj: Same as the proof of Theorem 5.10 in [S]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be a complete Cl-Banuch manifold, and let S be LI 
closed locally convex subset of M. Let f be a C’-real valued function defined 
on an open neighbourhood U of S in M, brhich sutisfies Condition (C ) of‘ 
Palais and Smale relative to S. For uny given CE R br’e denote 
M, = f‘ ‘( - ~1, c] n S, K, = K n f’ l(c), lrhere K is the .set of all critic,rrl 
points of’ f relative to S. Then 
(i) [f’c is a regular value off relative to S and is not u limit point of 
(u E R; .f has the constant value a on some component of’ S) , then for .sotw 
E > 0 there is a homeomorphism cp, of S nlith ‘p,(M, +! ) = M, /, 
t c > sup f(K) then there is a strong deformation retraction of S onto ;) It‘ 
( ~ ,for some E > 0, 
(iii) ij‘ c is not a limit point of f(int(K - K, )) there ure a smull 
neighhourhood b’ of K, and c: > 0 such that there esists u homeomorphism cpI 
ofSwlithcp,(M,+,-VnS)cM, ~,. 
Proof: Same as the proof of Theorem 5.11 in [S]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let M be a complete C’-Banach muntjold and let S be m 
closed locally convex subset of M. Suppose that ,f: U + R is a Cl-.function 
satisft?ng Condition (C) of Palais and Smale relative to S, where I’ is 
an open neighbourhood of S in M. If - <cc < c = c,,, , = cm + 2 = = 
c’,, tk < + xc, then f has at least k distinct criticul points relative to S in level 
f ‘(c), ~t~herec,=inf,EF,supyE,f(s), Y;= j,4cS:cat(A,M)>i). 
Proof: Same as the proof of Theorem 7.1 in [8]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Adopt all the notations and ussumptions for M, S, und 
f in Theorem 2.4. Furthermore, ,ce ussume thut f is bounded belo,t,. Then f 
has at least cat(S, M) distinct critical points qff relative to S. 
III. APPLICATION TO THE GEODESIC PROBLEM 
In this section we show how on a Banach manifold of maps one can pose 
an important variational problem for which the Condition (C) of Palais and 
Smale relative to a subset of the manifold holds and the theory presented 
in the last section applies. We begin by reviewing the geodesic problem as 
studied by Palais [7], Grove [2], Tromba [9], and Motreanu [6], and 
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should follow, in part, the notations of these papers. The reader is referred 
to these papers (as well as [l, 3-51. 
Throughout this section A4 denotes a smooth finitely dimensional 
Riemannian manifold with Riemannian structure ( .,. ), ; Z denotes the unit 
interval in the real line. By L:(Z, M) we mean the Hilbert-Riemannian 
manifold of absolutely continuous maps from Z to A4 with locally square 
integrable derivative. It is well known that the tangent space T, Lf(Z, M) at 
c E L:(Z, M) consists of all absolutely continuous vector fields X along c 
with square integrable covariant derivative V, X. The Riemannian structure 
of Lf(Z, 44) is given by 
where X and Y are arbitrary elements of T,Lf(Z, M) (e.g., see Grove [2]). 
If N is a closed subset of M x M, denote 
A.dM) = ice L:U, Ml; (c(O), c(l)) EN}. 
The following result shows the character of the tangent vector to AN(M). 
LEMMA 3.1 [63. A vector XE T,L:(Z, M) is tangent to the set AN(M) 
at CEA,,,(M) ifand only $(X(O), X(1)) is a tangent vector to the set N at 
the point (c(O), c( 1)) E N. 
The energy integral E: L:(Z, M) + [w is defined by 
It is well known that the functional E is smooth and the differential DE, 
of E at CE Lf(Z, M) is given by 
DE,(X) = Jo1 (V, J4t), c’(t)>,,,, dt for all XE T,L:(Z, M). 
The next result characterizes a critical point of E relative to A,,,,(M) 
where SO and S, are two nonempty closed subsets of M. 
THEOREM 3.1 [6]. Let So and S, be two nonempty closed subsets of a 
Riemannian manifold M. Then c E A, x s, (M) is a critical point of E relative 
to A sax S,(M) if and only f i c is a geodesic of M from So to S, which is 
orthogonal to S,, i=O, 1; i.e., c’(O)E(T,~,,S,) and~‘(l)E(T,~,,S,)~, where 
we denote the set of tangent vectors to S, at x by T,S,. 
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To establish the Palais and Smale Condition (C) relative to /l,V(M) we 
must show that whenever (ck} is a sequence on which E is bounded and 
for which ll~E,,,lI nxcnr, -+ 0 when k -+ co, ck has a convergent subsequence. 
First of all we examine what the boundedness of E on (ck) c Ly(Z. M) 
implies. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let SC Lf(Z, M) he a subset of LT(Z, M) on trhich E is 
bounded. Then S is an equi-continuous,family qf curves on M with un~form!,~ 
bounded length. 
Proof Write p for the distance on M. For CE L:(Z, M) we have 
s 
(2 
p(c(t,), c(t2))< (c’(t). dt,>,‘,;, dt 
11 
< It,- ill”‘. (2&c))’ ?. 
The conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let N c M x M be a closed subset of M x M with compact 
P,(N) c M or P,(N) c M, where P, denotes the ith projection from M x M 
onto M, i = 1,2. Then any sequence { ck} in A,(M), on which E is bounded, 
has a subsequence converging untformly to a continuous path c on M with 
endpoints in N. 
Proof Without loss of generality we assume that P,(N) c M is com- 
pact. From Lemma 3.2 we have that { ck} is an equi-continuous family of 
curves on M with uniformly bounded length. Thus there exists a closed and 
bounded subset Kc M such that ck(Z) c K for all k, since ~~(0) EP,(N) a 
compact subset of M. Since M is a complete Riemannian manifold K is 
compact by the Hopf-Rinow Theorem and hence we can apply Ascoli’s 
Theorem to obtain the conclusion. 
Denote the set of all continuous paths on M with endpoints in N by 
C,(M). 
We now are ready to verify the Palais and Smale Condition (C) relative 
to n ,,,(M) for the energy functional E. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a complete finitely dimensional Riemannian 
manifold, and let N c M x M be a closed subset such that P,(N) c M or 
P,(N) c M is compact. Then E: L:(Z, M) -+ 1w, the energy functional, 
satisfies the Palais and Smale Condition (C) relative to A W(M). 
Proof. We follow the same lines as in the proof of Grove [2, Theo- 
rem 2.41. Let (ck j be a sequence in A,V(M) such that E(cL) is bounded 
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and II~EJ ,,NcMj + 0 as k -+ 0. By Lemma 3.3 we can assume that (ck) 
converges uniformly to a continuous path h E C,(M). The same argument 
as in [2] shows that there exist constants I > 0 and C such that 
Q (NE.~xP,)~~ - WE~expJx,)Gf, - x,), (*I 
where we denote by exp,: Z’,LT(Z, M) + L:(Z, M) the natural exponential 
chart on LT(Z, M) at UE Cco(Z, M), X, = (exp,))’ (c,), X, = (exp,) ml (c,), 
11 1 the norm on T,L:(Z, M) induced by the Riemannian structure and the 
uniform norm on T,L:(Z, 44). On the other hand by the Schwartz 
inequality we have the estimate 
The same argument as in [Z] also shows that there exists a decomposi- 
tion X, = Xg + Yk for all k such that D(exp,),,(Xi) is tangent to A,(M) 
at ck and Y, belongs to a finite dimensional vector space V, which is 
independent of k. 
Then (*) gives 
~ll~,-~,l12~~ll~I-~~II~+~~~~~~~p,~,~~,~ 
- WE~exp,),W,))(XP - q) 
+ (D(E.exp,)(X,)-D(E.exp,)(X,))(Y,- Y,). 
Using the assumptions on the sequence { ck} and using the local expression 
of DE in [2] and the fact that A’, converges uniformly together with the 
boundedness of [IA’, - X,/l, it follows that {Xk} is a Cauchy sequence and 
therefore convergent. Hence {ck} is convergent. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let M be a finite dimensional complete Riemannian 
manifold, N, be closed subsets of M, i = 1,2, and f: M -+ M be a continuous 
map. Then the following hold. 
(i) E: Lf(Z, M) + [w satisfies the Palais and Smale Condition (C) 
relative to A N, x N2(M) lj” N, or N, is compact; 
(ii) if M is compact then E: Ly(Z, M) -+ [w satisfies the Palais and 
Smale Condition (C) relative to A G(f,(M), where G(f) denotes the graph of 
fin MxM. 
This corollary is a natural extension of Corollary 2.5 in [2]. 
We now can immediately get the following result which gives an estimate 
of the number of geodesics. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a complete finite dimensional Riemannian 
manifold and let N be a locally convex closed subset of M x M with compact 
P,(N) or Pz(N) in M. Then there are at least cat( A,,.(M)) geodesics with 
endpoints in N orthogonal. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf M is a compact Riemannian manifold, and f: M -+ A4 
is an isometry map without fixed points, then f has a nontrivial invariant 
geodesic. 
Proof By using Corollary 3.1 (ii) and similar arguments in [2] we 
obtain this conclusion. 
Remark. In an unpublished paper A. J. Tromba proved that the func- 
tional E: At(p, q) + R defined on the Sobolev space of L;‘(Z, M) maps of I 
into M taking 0 to p and 1 to q given by 
E(c)=~[: l~d(t)l:j,,,dt+~ j: IlW)ll:‘,,,dt is smooth 
and satisfies Condition (C). He also proved that the geodesics joining p 
and q parametrized by arc length are the critical points of E. We easily see 
that similar results can be obtained for /iT N(M) and the functional E 
defined on Ll(Z, M) as in the case A,(M), where A;‘.,V(M) denotes the set 
CE L:(Z, M) with endpoints in a closed subset N of Mx M. 
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